'Scandal': Rowan Captured By Huck — Will He Kill Papa Pope. 2 days ago. It makes Scandal feel a little bit close to The Twilight Zone — which would actually explain a lot of the weird stuff that happens here, wouldn't it? Scandal (TV Series 2012–) IMDb Scandal Recap Season 5, Episode 8 Rasputin Spoilers - Refinery29 SCANDAL YouTube Official Channel - YouTube FINISH!! 29th TAMASHIN RISURU HALL TOKYO. FINISH!! 31st BEISIA BUNKA HALL GUNMA. FINISH!! FEBRUARY. 1st YUKI BUNKA CENTER ACROSS 'Scandal' Season 5 Recap: Will Huck Kill Rowan? TVLine 6h ago @ScandalABC tweeted: This is how you know the #Scandal Winter. - read what others are saying and join the conversation. 'Scandal' Season 5, Episode 8 Recap: 'Rasputin' - Speakeasy - WSJ 2 days ago. Last week on Scandal we saw Olivia Pope truly take command, and realize just how much power she has over Fitz...and the country. What will 'Scandal recap: Rasputin EW.com 1 day ago. #Gladiators, after nearly five seasons, I am truly at a loss over Scandal. I honestly cannot determine if I liked last night's episode or if I loathed it. SCANDAL WORLD TOUR 2015?HELLO WORLD? - Sony Music 2 days ago. Scandal talks a lot about the republic and democracy and the country, but what’s the one factor about America that gets trotted out the most? SCANDAL Ultimate Scandal is an American political thriller television series starring Kerry Washington. Created by Shonda Rhimes, it debuted on ABC on April 5, 2012. Scandal Season 5 Details POPSUGAR Entertainment Scandal: Watch full length episodes & video clips. Read the latest Scandal episode guides & recaps, fan reviews, news, and much more. Scandal Wiki is a community site that anyone can contribute to. Discover, share and add your knowledge! Scandal - TV.com Watch Scandal online. Stream episodes and clips of Scandal instantly. 2 days ago. No one saw that ending coming. Fitz finally found out the truth about Rowan's escape on the Nov. 12 episode of 'Scandal,' and someone you... Watch Scandal TV Show · ABC.com US drama starring Kerry Washington set in a crisis management firm that does whatever it takes to make its clients' problems disappear. Rasputin · Scandal · TV Review Scandal wrestles with the concept of freedom in "Rasputin" · TV Club. The Scandal season 5 promo teases presidential divorce. Sep 11, 2015 12:00 PM. Watch Scandal online at XFINITY TV. Find the latest on Scandal TV Show including full episodes, clips, and more now. Scandal - TV Guide Guide Scandal THURSDAYS 9. Top 5 Moments from the Latest Episode. Watch full episodes of Scandal with WATCH ABC. SCANDAL Official website Scandal. 3169653 likes · 75145 talking about this. The official Facebook page for ABC's Scandal. Watch Thursdays at 9/8c on ABC. Scandal - All 4 2 days ago. On Thursday's Scandal, Olivia makes a big confession, Fitz goes off the rails in the names of Ollitz, and Rowan is apprehended by [spoiler]. Watch Scandal Episodes - TVNZ OnDemand COACH, ALEX DUCHTY GHESQUIERE Captains, Shino Yoshen and sandy jorgensen. 2 Huldah Gronvall. 3 Amy Wickner. 4 Sarah Ilth. 5 Allison maddUX. Mia Maestro Joins 'Scandal' In Recurring Role Deadline Watch full episodes of Scandal and get the latest breaking news, exclusive videos and pictures, episode recaps and much more at TVGuide.com. Scandal - Watch TV Shows Online at XFINITY TV Scandal (TV series) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 24 Aug 2015. The Strain star Mia Maestro has been tapped for a major recurring role on the upcoming fifth season of ABC's Washington, D.C., drama series #scandal hashtag on Twitter Scandal Official Account (@scandalabc) • Instagram photos and . 23 Sep 2015. Olivia Pope and her crew are returning for season five of Scandal this week, but we know precious little about the upcoming stories on the show Scandal Recap: What Are the Stakes? -- Vulture 2 days ago. The tables have turned on Papa Pope. On the eighth episode of Scandal Season 5, Rowan (Joe Morton) was put in danger in a life-or-death Scandal - The A.V. Club The official Instagram account for Scandal! Watch Thursdays at 9/8c on ABC!